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Words with erg root

/ ɜrg/the centimeter-gram-second unit of work or energy, corresponding to the work performed by a force of a duvet, when its point of application moves through a distance of one centimeter in the direction of force; 10−7 joule.11870–75; &lt;Greek érgonworkRevan, erewhile, Erewhon, erf, Erfurt, erg, ergasia, ergastoplasm, ergate, ergative, ergatocracy/ ŭrg/a
vast area covered with sand and changing dunes, like parts of the Sahara Desert.21870-75; &lt;French &lt;Arabic ʾirqDictionary.com Unabridged Based on Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2020Our horses were brought to the door and we rode, accompanied by our guard and an interpreter, to erg Palace.At the Court of Amr |
John Alfred GrayA beam behind which was every erg of energy that the gigantic mechanisms of planetoid could provide. Triplanetary| Edward Elmer SmithThies are like the sand of erg, and they have weapons of djinn, as every man knows. Boundary, Race or Birth| Dallas McCord ReynoldsThese buildings skirted the gardens outside Erg Palace in the south
and east. At the Court of Justice in Amr| John Alfred GrayAccordingly, I gathered myself together, mounted my horse, and rode slowly to erg Palace.At the Court of Amr | John Alfred Gray's unit of work or energy. 1 erg corresponds to 10-7 jouleC19: from Greek ergon workan area of changing dunes in a desert, esp Saharainformal map for ergometer (def.
2)Collins English Dictionary - Complete &amp; Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons &amp; Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012The centimeter-gram-second unit of energy or work corresponding to the work performed by a force of a duvet trades over a distance of one
centimeter. The American Heritage® Stedman's Medical Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by Houghton Mifflin Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.The unit of energy or work in centimeter-gram-second system, corresponding to the force of a duvet over a distance of one centimeter. This unit has mostly been replaced by joules. An
extensive desert area covered by changing dunes. The American Heritage® Science Dictionary Copyright © 2011. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. WORDS OF DAYtarriancenoun | [tar-ee-uhns] SEE DEFINITIONS Are you a spelling star? PROVE It © 2020 Dictionary.com, LLC 1st Capacity for Work or
Powerful Activity Force Power. 2. Exertion of power or power: I have this project which requires a lot of time and energy. 3. The vitality and intensity of expressions strong expressions; a speech that comes with energy and emotion. 4. Usable heat or power. 5. A source of usable power; oil or coal. 6. In physics, the ability to do the work; a system that is
reduced when the system operates on another system by an amount equal to the work carried out by potential energy. Energy forms include heat, light, sound, chemical energy. Energy and work are measured in the same units - foot-pounds, joules, ergs, or another, depending on the measurement system used. When a force acts on a body, the work
performed (and the energy used) is the product of the force and the distance over which it is exerted. First recorded in 1599, from Central French energy, from late Latin energia, which was from Greek energeia, efficiency, activity, operation came from energos, active, working from one-, that + ergon, work. Used by Aristotle with a sense of expressiveness;
the broader meaning of power was first recorded in English in 1665. To energize; that is, wake to activity is from 1753; energetic of people, institutions, etc., is from 1796. The term energy crisis was first recorded in 1970. Get your Erg on! The Greek Root lurks behind many English words by ROB KYFFSpecial to The Courant Feel the erg! The Greek root
ergon (work, activity) clearly romps in many English words, including energy, ergonomics and synergy. But sometimes it hides behind a disguise. It lurks incognito, for example, in words as diverse as allergies, surgeon and even. Allergy, invented in 1910 by wonderfully named Austrian pediatrician Clemens E. von Pirquet, is a mixture of the Greek allos
(other, different, strange) and ergonomics (activity). So an allergy is a body activity in response to a foreign substance. Achoo! Surgery stems from the ancient Greek cheirourgos,, a mixture of the Greek cheir (hand) and ergonomics (work). So surgery is work done by hand. The Greek cheir also shows up in the word of another medical specialist,
chiropractor, a combination of cheir and practice. Crack it one more time, Doc! Ergonomic also surfaces like urg in dramaturgy (the studio and the art of dramatic composition). Dramaturgy comes from the Greek dramatourgia, from dramatos (of drama) and ergos (worker). If you've ever seen the first read of a screenplay by a professional theater company,
you know that dramaturge works hard to coach actors on their interpretations of the text. Erg dons its org mask in organ, derived from the ancient Greek organon, which comes from erg and means that as one works. So we use the organ to denote a keyboard instrument that works to produce music, a device used as a tool, such as a body of government,
and a part of the body that performs certain functions. Speaking of body parts, the derives from the Greek word orgia, which referred to secret rituals that included dancing, singing and drinking. Despite all the fun involved, Orgia actually comes from the ergon, presumably because these festivities were considered a form of work that anyone who has been to
an can witness. When the entered English during the 1660s, it referred to any kind of licentious festivities, but it usually has a spicier meaning today. Maybe my favorite ergonomic word is zymurgy. last word, listed in many dictionaries, zymurgy denotes the branch of chemistry that deals with winemaking and brewing. It is a combination of the Greek zyme (a
boar, such as yeast) and ergonomics. So zymurgy is literally yeast at work producing fermentation. And that's the last word on erg. DefinitionsSynonymsSentencesQuotesSpanish The centimeter-gram-second unit of energy or work corresponding to the work performed by a force of a duvet trades over a distance of one centimeter. noun The basic energy
unit or work of the CGS system, corresponding to the amount of work done by a force of a duvet acting through a distance of one centimeter (10-7 joule) noun An extensive area of the desert covered with changing dunes. noun A large desert area with deep rolling dunes. noun the device of energy or work in centimeter-gram-second system, corresponding
to the force of a duvet over a distance of one centimeter. This unit has mostly been replaced by joules. An extensive desert area covered by changing dunes. An energy unit in the CGS system. This is equivalent to 0.0000001 joule in the MKS system. See the CGS system. (geomorphology) A large desert region of dunes with little or no vegetation, especially
in the Sahara. noun Colloquial Arabic (Maghrebi dialect) 'arq, 'arg from Arabic' irq vein, small mountain, thin tract of sand stretching along the ground (referring to the vein-like appearance of the dunes) ʕrq1 in Semitic roots Found 2525 words containing erg. Browse our Scrabble Word Finder, Words with Friends cheat dictionary, and WordHub wordless to
find words that contain erg. Or use our Unscramble word solver to find your best possible game! Related: Words that start with erg, Words that end in erg Scrabble Words with friends WordHub Crossword Puzzle everything aboutYOU We create every session just for you. Nothing is out-of-the-box! Go ahead on your word journey in quick, easy steps. Focus
on learning what is important to you; We control your progress behind the scenes. LearnThatWord is a complete solution. We are your virtual mother, catering to all your needs and helping you be the best you can be. wordgenie I'm WordGenie™, your personal trainer. Your verbis is my command! Unleash my powers, dear lord! It's all laid out for you, for a
single click of magic! Let me guide you on your word journey so that you will proceed in well-planned, logical steps. What gives me such magical powers? Learn from over30 vocabulary experts. Deep analysis of millions of texts. Years and years obsessed about words. Sleepless sleepless nights dance with databases. multi-media Explore the context,
nuances and tastes of each word to get a sense of how to use it. Integrated into each quiz is our Open Dictionary of English, ODE. It is the richest and most interesting student dictionary available. Explore words through: Videos Images Pronounces from around the world 100s of use examples Idioms and limericks Interactive thesaurus from multiple sources
Translations in 37 37 Synonyms, antonyms Words that rhyme Origin and root word information Verb bends Tutoring comments and trivia smartprogress You want results, not busy work! At LearnThatWord, each session is purposeful, interesting and made for you. We give words you know, so you focus your energy on those who need more practice. Your
personalized learning plan presents the right words for review at the right time. Get lasting results 10x faster than with any other vocabulary study tool. fastquizzes Sessions are lightning fast and hassle-free. We don't rely on gimmicks or effects to make sessions fun. Our members love them for their clever design and efficiency. You'll appreciate the quick
progress you make even more than the rewards and prizes you earn. Boost your skills in privacy, at your own speed, without qualities, pressure, or embarrassment. lasting results A word becomes vocabulary as you memorize it. This is the moment when you no longer have to think about it before using it. When you reach this level of automation, the word is
yours forever. You'll never forget it. LearnThatWord is the only fully managed solution that builds this automation. You will meet each word repeatedly over time and explore its nuances and tastes. Our multimedia resources bring words to life. Proven study methods, accelerated by adaptive and individualized coaching, make word stick. New words become
vocabulary that moves you forward. We are so sure of the results that we guarantee them! Nonprofit Our goal is to provide you by giving you the vocabulary you need to succeed with confidence. We offer unlimited free guidance for students all over the world. Upgrade anytime to enjoy premium features. Premium members support our global reading
campaign, Vocabulary Cross, and the expansion of our collaborative student dictionary. Dictionary.
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